THE FRAMERS’ FIRST AMENDMENT:
ORIGINALIST CITATIONS
IN U.S. SUPREME COURT
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION OPINIONS
By Derigan Silver

This article examines the use of originalist citations by Supreme Court
justices in First Amendment freedom of expression opinions. It quantitatively examines when justices use originalist citations and qualitatively explores the content of the justices’ citations to determine how the justices are describing the original meaning of the First Amendment. The
article concludes that justices uncritically relied on the citations as
authoritative; that although it is identified with conservatism and judicial constraint, originalism was frequently used by liberal justices to
expand constitutional protections; and that the “blank slate” of originalism makes it a useful tool for originalists and non-originalists alike.

In a series of cases examining the newsgathering rights of the
press, several U.S. Supreme Court justices wrote opinions citing James
Madison’s famous statement: “A popular Government, without popular
information, or the means of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a Farce or
a Tragedy; or, perhaps both.”1 In its original context, however, the quote
had nothing to do with newsgathering, the rights of the press, or even
the First Amendment. The quote originated in an 1822 letter applauding
the Kentucky legislature for providing for a public educational system.2
The justices’ reliance on Madison’s quote is, of course, not unique.
Neither is inquiry into the validity of using originalist citations to justify
constitutional interpretation. Indeed, the last several decades have witnessed a resurgence of interest in and criticism of constitutional theories
that focus on the intent of the framers as a guide to constitutional interpretation.3 A great deal of this attention has been driven by the idea that
personal policy preferences should not guide federal judges in their constitutional interpretation and the dueling contentions that referencing
originalist material is either the only legitimate way a justice can make a
decision that is not based on personal policy preferences or that it is simply a way to cloak judicial decision making based on policy preferences.4
As two legal scholars noted, “If history can provide a reliable guide to
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the intent of those who crafted constitutional language, then it may be
possible for judges to base their decisions upon neutral principles as
opposed to their personal predispositions. Critics, however, continue to
question the merits, feasibility, and limits of intentionalism as a jurisprudential approach.”5 The out-of-context use of Madison’s quote, however,
is an excellent example of the value of a statement made by a framer of
the Constitution as a legal authority and guide to judicial decision making even when the quote has little or nothing to do with the constitutional issue being considered.
The purpose of this article is twofold. First, the article quantitatively examines when justices use originalist citations to support their arguments in cases involving freedom of expression. Second, the article qualitatively explores the content of the justices’ originalist citations to determine how the justices are describing the framers’ understanding of the
speech and press clauses of the First Amendment. While much of the previous literature on the strategic use of originalist citations has focused
solely on the quantitative analysis of citations, this article examines the
substance of those citations, as well.6 Based on the analysis of originalist
citations, the article concludes that although originalism is more closely
associated with conservatism,7 liberal justices have more frequently used
originalist citations to expand constitutional protections for freedom of
expression, and most justices uncritically used originalist citations as
legitimate interpretive tools.
As Elena Kagan’s confirmation hearings and former Justice David
Souter’s recent commencement address to Harvard University demonstrate,8 there is still a great deal of legal and political debate over the
power of judicial review and the various methods of constitutional interpretation. Originalism, or original intentionalism, is a mode of constitutional interpretation that focuses on the framers of the U.S. Constitution.9
Originalism holds that judges should construe the meaning of the
Constitution “according to the preference of those who originally drafted
and supported” it10 and should add no new rights to the Constitution that
were not expressly intended by the framers. While the movement was
originally focused closely on the specific writings of the framers, its scope
has expanded.11 For example, current Supreme Court Justice Antonin
Scalia has offered a variant of originalism, which he has described as
“original meaning,” or, as other scholars have described it, “public-meaning originalism.”12 According to Scalia, when interpreting the
Constitution, judges should focus on the practices at the time of the framing or attempt to discern what a rational person at the time of the framing of the Constitution would have taken the words of the Constitution to
mean.13 Thus, today, originalism encompasses a wide range of historical
materials from the founding period that address constitutional meaning,
even though much of this work was not written by the “framers” or their
contemporaries.14 Despite what evidence one might rely on as an “originalist” source, at the core of originalism “is the view that the appropriate
guideposts for constitutional interpretation are . . . sources that probe conJOURNALISM & MASS COMMUNICATION QUARTERLY

stitutional ‘meaning’ by reference to the meaning entertained by the
people around the time the Constitution was enacted.”15
No matter which version is being discussed, originalists are “committed to the view that original intent, or original meaning is not only
relevant but also authoritative; that we are in some sense obligated to
follow the intent, or plain meaning, of the framers.”16 Originalism has
the appeal of at least making it seem that judicial decisions are not based
on judges’ personal preferences, but, rather, are solely the product of following the framers’ wishes or the original meaning of the words in the
Constitution.17 Indeed, some originalists hold that binding constitutional interpretation to original meaning of the text is the only way to ensure
that Supreme Court justices do not substitute their own political preferences and philosophies for those of the framers.18 Originalists contend
that because federal judges are unelected, basing constitutional adjudication on the intentions of the framers has a “democratic legitimacy”
that basing decisions on personal policy preferences does not.19 In 2007,
however, Scalia wrote that he and Justice Clarence Thomas were the
only two originalists on the U.S. Supreme Court,20 although, after
reviewing multiple opinions over a fifteen-year period, one legal scholar concluded that Thomas was “the Real Originalist.”21
While normative debates for and against binding judicial interpretation of the Constitution to the intent of the framers became increasingly popular in the years following the court’s decisions in abortion cases
and comments made by Attorney General Edwin Meese in the 1980s,22
originalism remains a controversial and much analyzed mode of interpretation. A number of scholars have made compelling cases against the
practice, pointing out numerous problems with using originalism to
reach judicial decisions and as a way to predict and explain judicial
behavior.23 Justice William J. Brennan, Jr., for example, contended that
because the text of the Constitution is unclear and requires interpretation, efforts to discern its authors’ intentions were “little more than arrogance cloaked as humility.”24 Brennan stated, “It is arrogant to pretend
that from our vantage we can gauge accurately the intent of Framers on
application of principles to specific, contemporary questions.”25
In addition to general problems with originalism, legal scholars
Clay Calvert and Matthew Bunker wrote, “In the realm of First
Amendment free speech and press clauses, the problems with originalism are, if anything magnified.”26 Using original intent to discern the
meaning of the First Amendment is difficult because of the lack of
debate surrounding the actual meaning of the amendment. Congress
never debated the merits or meaning of the First Amendment,27 and the
final wording of the amendment was decided upon by the first Senate,
which did not keep a record of its meeting.28 In addition, Calvert and
Bunker noted that “for at least some members of the framing generation,
the contemporary understanding of the free speech principle was
derived from English law via the enormously influential commentator
William Blackstone.”29 According to historian Leonard Levy, Blackstone’s definition of freedom of expression consisted of a prohibition on
prior restraints, but not on criminal or other sanctions imposed after
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publication.30 This understanding creates problems, as a Blackstonian
view would mean “arguably 90% of modern free speech jurisprudence
. . . is intellectually dishonest and historically illegitimate.”31 In sum, the
problem for a First Amendment originalist is the difficulty inherent in
“refereeing a debate between long-dead framers, ratifiers, and other
knowledgeable citizens, and arriving at a correct conclusion about the
scope of freedom of speech that makes some sense in light of current
jurisprudential realities.”32 Added together, these problems are “a serious
blow to First Amendment originalism because the ‘original meaning’ is, to
a significant degree, a blank slate.”33
The strategic model of judicial decision making, however, suggests
that justices continue to cite originalist sources in order to provide their
opinions with legitimacy, whether they are trying to implement their
personal policy preference or they are complying with American judicial norms.34 Although most of the scholarship on judicial decision making presumes that either the law decides cases—the legal model—or
policy preferences of individual judges best predict and explain courts’
decisions—the attitudinal model35—under the strategic model of judicial
behavior, even if a justice is seeking to implement personal policy preferences, he or she is limited by legal factors, the preferences of fellow
justices, the norms and authority of the institution of the Supreme
Court, and external political and societal factors, such as public opinion.36
While the law gives the justices a great deal of room to maneuver, they
must also operate under rules governing their own actions and interactions, protect institutional legitimacy, and sway their colleagues with
persuasive legal arguments. Thus, whether a justice has come to a case
with preconceived policy or legal preferences or is simply trying to validate his or her legal interpretation of the Constitution, his or her opinions
must contain legal rationales to justify conclusions, and the mode of
legal interpretation becomes a proxy for “merit.”37 Under this view of
judicial decision making, because there were multiple framers with various views of the Constitution, the justices are able to strategically use
originalist citations as “instruments of persuasion,” designed to persuade
other justices, lower courts, lawyers, the public, and the other branches of
government.38
Social scientific research on strategic citation of originalist sources
has reinforced this view of justices as strategic actors who can use originalism to persuade and legitimize. For example, Supreme Court justices
cite the Federalist Papers more than any other originalist source because of
their great perceived legal authority, and the ambiguous nature of the documents allows them to be used to support multiple constitutional interpretations.39 Using Segal-Cover scores, which determine a justice’s political ideology by examining newspaper editorials during a justice’s Senate
confirmation hearings,40 to determine if originalist citations were more
closely associated with conservative justices, researchers have found a
correlation between conservative ideologies and originalist citations.41
However, this research also found that a justice was most likely to cite the
Federalists when an opinion needed an extra measure of “perceived credibility,” such as when there was a minimum winning coalition vote, when
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the court formally overturned precedent, or when the court declared a
law unconstitutional.42 In addition, there is evidence that the use of
originalist citations might be attempts to attract votes to create a minimum winning coalition, and research suggests justices engage in “dueling citation” patterns. That is, justices are more likely to cite an originalist source in anticipation or reaction to the arguments of their peers.43
This pattern of strategic citations in concurring and dissenting opinions
suggests the “citation behavior of Supreme Court justices is strongly
anticipatory and tactical, and not the result of some cases merely lending themselves to a discussion of the Federalist Papers.”44
Originalism can also be used to support divergent conclusions in
the same case. Analyzing opinions authored by Justices William
Rehnquist and Brennan, John Gates and Glenn Phelps concluded that
even though the two justices espoused quite different judicial philosophies regarding originalism, and Brennan was a harsh critic of originalism,45 the two did not differ in a statistical sense in their relative use of
intentionalism.46 However, Gates and Phelps did demonstrate that the
justices used the arguments of the same framer, James Madison, to come
to divergent conclusions in the same case, Marsh v. Chambers.47 Gates
and Phelps concluded that citing “Madison the framer” or “Madison the
legislator” or “Madison the elder statesmen” all supported different
results and the justices’ strategic citation to historical support was driven largely by their “competing visions of a constitutional order.”48
Previous research on originalist citations, then, provides evidence which
“points to more strategic or attitudinal considerations than legal considerations.”49
Based on previous research on originalist citations,50 a list of originalist citations used by the U.S. Supreme Court was compiled.51 These
writings included the Federalist Papers, Joseph Story’s Commentaries on
the Constitution of the United States, Alexander Hamilton’s Works,
Madison’s Papers, Charles Warren’s The Supreme Court in U.S. History,
Warren’s The Making of the Constitution, James Kent’s Commentaries on
American Law, Max Farrand’s The Records of the Federal Convention of
1787, Jonathan Elliot’s The Debates in the Several State Conventions on the
Adoption of the Federal Constitution, William Rawle’s A View of the
Constitution, John Fiske’s The Critical Period in American History, 17831789, and Thomas M. Cooley’s Constitutional Limitations. In addition to
these sources, citations to William Blackstone, the “oracle of the
common law in the minds of the American Framers,”52 were also
included. Although Blackstone’s works were not included in previous
research into originalist citations, they were included in this research
because of his prominence in literature detailing the history of freedom
of expression,53 originalist scholarship on the original meaning of the
First Amendment,54 and his “profound influence” on legal thinkers of
the founding era.55 All written opinions issued in freedom of expression
cases decided by the Supreme Court prior to the 2011 term were
searched for citations.56
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Forty-three opinions written in thirty-eight cases had at least one
originalist citation. The forty-three opinions consisted of twenty-one
majority opinions, nine concurring opinions, and thirteen dissenting
opinions. There were a total of sixty-seven citations, with fourteen
opinions including citations to more than one originalist source.
Surprisingly, Brennan was the justice who most frequently cited an
originalist source in a freedom of expression case, having cited an
originalist source in five majority, one concurring, and one dissenting
opinion. Brennan was followed by Justices John Paul Stevens (five
opinions), Hugo Black and Thomas (four opinions each), and William O.
Douglas, Felix Frankfurter, and Chief Justice Earl Warren (three opinions
each). Justices Lewis F. Powell, Jr., and Potter Stewart each cited an
originalist source in two opinions, while ten justices, including Scalia, cited
an originalist source in one opinion.57 For justices with a score, there was
a weak to moderate correlation between the number of opinions authored
in which a justice cited an originalist source and political ideology as
measured by Segal-Cover Score.58 Although originalism is traditionally
associated with conservative justices, liberals tended to be more likely to
cite an originalist source, although, because of the small sample size, the
correlation was not statistically significant (r = 0.385; p > .15).
Blackstone’s Commentaries was the most frequently referenced,
having been cited at least once in fourteen opinions. Blackstone was
closely followed by Cooley’s Constitutional Limitations, which was cited at
least once in twelve opinions, Madison’s Papers, which were cited in
eleven opinions, and the Federalist and Elliot’s Debates, which were each
cited at least once in nine opinions. Story’s Commentaries, Hamilton’s
Works, Warren’s The Making of the Constitution, and Farrand’s The Records
of the Federal Convention of 1787 were each cited at least once in two
opinions. Finally, Kent’s Commentaries on American Law and Rawle’s A
View of the Constitution were each cited in one opinion, while Warren’s The
Supreme Court in U.S. History and Fiske’s The Critical Period in American
History, 1783-1789 were not cited as authoritative originalist citations on
the meaning of the First Amendment in any opinion.
There was little evidence of dueling citations in First Amendment
opinions. Although there were several cases in which multiple originalist
citations were used, only two of the thirty-eight cases, Near v. Minnesota59
and Gertz v. Welch,60 featured a majority or concurring opinion and a dissenting opinion with a citation. In Near, both Justice Charles Evans
Hughes’ majority opinion and Justice Pierce Butler’s dissenting opinion
used originalist citations to support their construction of the meaning and
reach of the First Amendment. Hughes’ opinion cited Blackstone, Story,
and Madison for the proposition that the primary purpose of the First
Amendment was to prohibit prior restraints61 and Cooley to support the
contention that the First Amendment was not limited to protecting
against prior restraints.62 Butler, on the other hand, cited Story, Cooley,
Kent, Rawle, and Madison in his dissent.63 Butler argued that these
authors clearly supported the contention that the freedom of the press
guaranteed by the First Amendment only meant “that ‘everyman shall be
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at liberty to publish what is true, with good motives and for justifiable
ends.’”64 In addition, Butler attacked the majority opinion’s citation of
Blackstone, suggesting the court was not interpreting the passage it
cited correctly.65
In Gertz, Powell’s majority opinion and Justice Byron White’s dissenting opinion contained originalist citations. Powell’s opinion in the
landmark defamation case cited a quote by Madison from Elliot’s
Debates to support the majority’s conclusion that “[a]lthough the erroneous statement of fact is not worthy of constitutional protection, it is
nevertheless inevitable in free debate.”66 Although White admitted the
framers’ “articulated intention” of the First Amendment were “unclear
and inconclusive,”67 the justice cited Cooley and Blackstone to support
his argument that the First Amendment was never “intended to abolish
the common law of libel, at least to the extent of depriving ordinary citizens of meaningful redress against their defamers.”68 In addition,
White argued in a footnote that “the men who wrote and adopted the
First Amendment . . . learned [from Blackstone] that the major means
of accomplishing free speech and press was to prevent prior restraints,
the publisher later being subject to legal action if his publication was
injurious.”69
Originalist citations appeared most frequently in close cases.
Fourteen opinions (32.6%) with a citation were written in cases decided
5-4. Additionally, two opinions containing originalist citations were
issued in 4-3 decisions. Thus, a total of 37.2% of the opinions containing originalist citations were issued in cases decided by one vote.
However, while previous research has concluded originalist citations
are found in concurring opinions of close cases to justify the justice‘s
decision to vote with a majority or persuade others to join a majority,70
none of these citations were found in straight concurrences. Six were
majority opinions,71 eight were dissenting opinions,72 and two opinions
were concurring in part and dissenting in part.73 Originalist citations
were found in majority and concurring opinions in unanimous decisions second most frequently. Eight opinions (18.6%)—five majority74
and three concurring75—used an originalist citation in a 9-0 decision.
Notably, of these, eight opinions were in favor of First Amendment protections.
Furthermore, of the forty-three opinions that contained one or
more originalist citations, twenty-seven (62.8%) supported arguments
that an act of another branch of government was unconstitutional and
argued in favor of First Amendment protections. Twenty-two of the
opinions were majority or concurring opinions. Of those, nine were
opinions supporting striking down a state law;76 seven opinions argued
in favor of extending protections for defamatory communications77 or
extending the actual malice requirement to false-light cases;78 four opinions wrote that a city or local ordinance was unconstitutional;79 one
opinion declared a judicial contempt order unconstitutional;80 and one
opinion dealt with the dismissal of employees from a sheriff’s office.81
Two dissenting opinions would have declared a federal law82 or city
ordinance83 unconstitutional; two argued a judicial order was unconstiTHE FRAMERS’ FIRST AMENDMENT
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tutional;84 and one contended a sheriff’s order restricting access to a correctional facility was unconstitutional.85
In addition to these twenty-seven opinions, it is important to note
that the court’s opinion in Gitlow v. New York,86 the case that first ruled
that the Fourteenth Amendment extended the reach of certain provisions
of the Bill of Rights to the governments of the individual states, contained
originalist citations. Citing Story’s Commentaries in addition to previous
case law for support, the court wrote, “[W]e may and do assume that
freedom of speech and of the press—which are protected by the First
Amendment from abridgment by Congress—are among the fundamental personal rights and ‘liberties’ protected by the due process clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment from impairment by the States.”87

Qualitative
Analysis

A qualitative analysis of the content of the citations demonstrates
the justices used framers’ intent to advocate for specific understandings
of the original purpose, intent, and reach of the First Amendment. In
addition, the majority of justices uncritically relied upon the citations as
if they were valid descriptions of the framers’ intentions and a binding
mode of constitutional interpretation. Only three justices, Black, White,
and Sandra Day O’Connor, admitted that analyzing debates over the Bill
of Rights provided unclear and inconclusive results, although all three
still used originalism as a mode of constitutional analysis.88 O’Connor
wrote:
In general . . . we have only limited evidence of exactly
how the Framers intended the First Amendment to apply.
There are no recorded debates in the Senate or in the States,
and the discussion in the House of Representatives was
couched in general terms . . . . Consequently, we ordinarily
simply apply those general principles. . . . But when we do
have evidence that a particular law would have offended the
Framers, we have not hesitated to invalidate it on that ground
alone.89
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This ambiguity, however, allowed the justices to use originalist
citations to advance a wide variety of constitutional interpretations.
Originalist citations were used to argue in favor of an absolute First
Amendment, as well as a limited one. Citations were used to support
arguments that the original purposes of the First Amendment were to
protect political speech and prevent prior restraints and contentions that
these were not the only purposes of the Amendment. In addition, originalist citations were used to support extending the First Amendment to
federal courts, to argue both for and against protecting defamatory communications, to contend the First Amendment included a right to gather
information, and to support the idea that the right to anonymous speech
was fundamental.
In Wood v. Georgia,90 Warren quoted Cooley as a guide to understanding the purpose of the Amendment. He wrote:
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The purpose of the First Amendment includes the need: “to
protect parties in the free publication of matters of public
concern, to secure their right to a free discussion of public
events and public measures, and to enable every citizen at
any time to bring the government and any person in authority to the bar of public opinion by any just criticism upon
their conduct in the exercise of the authority which the people have conferred upon them.”91

Nearly forty years later, Thomas cited Cooley to assert “Political speech is
the primary object of First Amendment protection.”92 In addition, justices
used originalist citations to note the fundamental nature of First
Amendment rights and their importance to the American system of government.93 For example, in New York Times v. Sullivan, Brennan wrote, “The
right of free public discussion of the stewardship of public officials was
thus, in Madison’s view, a fundamental principle of the American form of
government.”94 However, while the justices used orginalist citations to support the argument that freedom of expression was a “fundamental right,”
citations were also used to establish limits on the framers’ understanding of
the First Amendment. After citing Story to support the argument that freedom of expression was a fundamental right,95 Justice Edward Sanford’s
majority opinion in Gitlow v. New York also cited Story for the proposition
that it was “a fundamental principle, long established that the freedom of
speech and of the press . . . does not confer an absolute right to speak or
publish”96 and the Amendment was not intended to protect speech that disturbed the peace or attempted to subvert the government.97
In contrast to this approach, however, Black cited Madison’s writings to support his contention that the First Amendment was intended
to place all speech totally beyond the reach of government regulation. In
his concurring opinion in Smith v. California,98 although Black admitted
that using orginal intent to support interpretations of the First
Amendment was problematic, he nonetheless used originalism to support his conclusion that the First Amendment was intended as a complete and absolute bar on government action.99 Black also cited
Blackstone to argue that the First Amendment, as originally understood,
applied to federal courts as well as Congress.100 Similarly, Douglas also
used a citation of Elliot to support his contention that First Amendment
protections were intended to be absolute.101
Several of the citations centered on the difference between prior
restraints and post-publication punishments. Multiple justices cited
Blackstone’s statement that the liberty of the press encompassed by the
First Amendment consisted “in laying no previous restraints upon publications, and not in freedom from censure for criminal matter when
published”102 or only applied to administrative censorship.103 For example, in Lakewood v. Plain Dealer Publishing Co., Brennan cited Blackstone
for the proposition that licensing was historically the “archetypal censorship” the First Amendment was designed to prevent,104 while Scalia’s
lone First Amendment originalist citation communicated the same concept in Thomas v. Chicago Park District.105
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As noted, citations were also used to counter the argument that the
First Amendment, as originally understood, applied only to prior
restraints, however. For example, in Near v. Minnesota, after citing
Blackstone’s conceptualization of freedom of the press, the court then
quoted Cooley’s criticism of that conceptualization, writing, “‘the mere
exemption from previous restraints cannot be all that is secured by the
constitutional provisions’” and that “‘liberty of the press might be
rendered a mockery and a delusion . . . if, while every man was at liberty
to publish what he pleased, the public authorities might nevertheless
punish him for harmless publications.’”106 Warren’s dissenting opinion in
Times Film Corp. v. Chicago, a case involving a Chicago ordinance requiring
submission of films for examination before a permit for public exhibition
was granted, cited both Blackstone’s argument and Cooley’s criticism in
the same paragraph.107 Perhaps the best example of this practice, however,
came in Kennedy’s lengthy discussion of the history of prior restraints and
post-publication punishments in Alexander v. United States.108 Citing both
Blackstone and the writings of Madison, Kennedy concluded that
Blackstone was primarily concerned with prior restraints because
historically “those methods were the principal means used by
government to control speech and press.”109 Yet, Kennedy contended
Madison’s writings demonstrated that the First Amendment was not
intended to be limited to Blackstone’s definition of freedom of the press.
Kennedy wrote that Blackstone’s “idea of the freedom of the press can
never be admitted to be the American idea of it.”110 The justices were thus
able to overcome Blackstone’s definition of freedom of expression by
explaining that while preventing prior restraints was the primary intent of
the First Amendment, it was not the only intent.
Citations were used to argue in favor of expanding protections
under the First Amendment in other ways. In Grosjean v. American Press
Co.,111 Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co. v. Minnesota Commissioner of
Revenue,112 Curtis Publishing Co. v. Butts,113 and Bigelow v. Virginia,114 justices
cited Cooley for the proposition that the First Amendment went well
beyond censorship of the press. In Grosjean, the court’s opinion cited
Cooley to support the contention that the First Amendment prohibited the
government from imposing a discriminatory sales tax on newspapers
with circulations over 20,000. The court wrote, “Judge Cooley has laid
down the test to be applied, ‘The evils to be prevented were not
censorship of the press merely, but any action of the government by means
of which it might prevent such free and general discussion of public
matters.‘”115 In Minneapolis Star & Tribune, the Federalists were used to
support the contention that “[t]here is substantial evidence that
differential taxation of the press would have troubled the Framers of the
First Amendment.”116 In Bigelow, the same passage was used to argue that
the original intent of the First Amendment was to prevent censorship and
protect the dissemination of information and opinion, even when found in
commercial speech.117 In addition, as noted above, several justices quoted
Madison’s statement regarding public education to support the idea that
the First Amendment as originally understood included a First
Amendment right to gather information.118
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Citations were also used in a number of defamation cases to both
limit and expand the reach of the First Amendment concerning
defamatory expression. For example, in a footnote in his concurring
opinion in Beauharnais v. Illinois, Frankfurter used a citation to Elliot’s
Debates to support the contention that the First Amendment was not
intended to protect libel.119 White, as noted above, also used originalism
in his dissenting opinion in Gertz. Although, as noted, White questioned
the validity of using original intent in First Amendment cases,120 he cited
Cooley and Blackstone to support his argument that “[s]cant, if any, evidence exists that the First Amendment was intended to abolish the common law of libel.”121
Alternatively, a number of other justices relied upon citations to
expand protections for defamatory communications. For example,
Brennan referenced numerous orginalist citations in New York Times v.
Sullivan.122 First, citing a passage that made its way into numerous
Supreme Court opinions,123 Brennan wrote:
Authoritative interpretations of the First Amendment
guarantees have consistently refused to recognize an
exception for any test of truth . . . and especially one that
puts the burden of truth on the speaker. . . . As Madison
said, “Some degree of abuse is inseparable from the proper
use of every thing; and in no instance is this more true than
that of the press.”124

Next, in his comparison of the case to the Sedition Act of 1798, Brennan
cited Cooley and Elliot to support his contention that the act was
unconstitutional.125 Finally, he cited Cooley, in addition to other authors,
to argue that “[t]he consensus of scholarly opinion” favored a
constitutional guarantee that prohibited public officials from recovering
damages for a defamatory falsehood absent a showing the statement
was made with knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard for the
truth.126 Black’s opinion went even further. Citing the editor’s appendix
to Blackstone’s Commentaries, Black argued that the First Amendment,
as originally understood, left the U.S. government with no power “to
use a civil libel law or any other law to impose damages for merely
discussing public affairs and criticizing public officials.”127 Additionally,
in Harte-Hanks Communications v. Connaughton, Stevens cited Elliot’s
Debates to contend the First Amendment required “special vigilance”
when the court considered defamatory speech related to the political
process.128
This article has examined a prominent and controversial approach
to constitutional interpretation meant to both justify and limit the use of
judicial review: originalism. There are a number of conclusions to be
drawn from this research. First, it is apparent that originalist citations
were used uncritically by a wide range of justices to help interpret or
advocate for specific meanings of the First Amendment. As noted, only
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three justices acknowledged that originalist sources were limited in their
usability. Furthermore, the use of citations was not tied to or limited by
judicial philosophy or political ideology. Brennan’s repeated reliance on
originalist citations and the relatively limited reliance by Scalia indicate
citation patterns in First Amendment cases are not direct reflections of
espoused judicial philosophy. In addition, as noted, there was a moderate correlation between liberal political ideology and the frequency with
which a justice used an originalist citation, although originalism is most
closely associated with conservative justices and the only two avowed
originalists on the court are conservatives.
Second, originalist citations were frequently used to expand protections afforded by the First Amendment. While originalism itself is
designed to limit the use of judicial review, in the case of the First
Amendment, it appears that originalist citations were used by justices
who were seeking to expand First Amendment protection. This explains
why Brennan, a champion of the First Amendment, frequently deployed
originalism even though he publically argued against it. The ambiguous
nature of originalist citations and their perceived authority made them
useful tools to justify the expansion of First Amendment rights.
Third, there was evidence that originalist citations were used as
tools of persuasion to either persuade other justices to join an opinion or
to provide legitimacy. While there was little evidence of dueling citations, the use of originalist citations by non-originalist justices to expand
constitutional protections and their appearance in 5-4 decisions suggests
tactical decisions to either justify expanding First Amendment protections, attract votes to an opinion, or to provide external legitimacy to a
decision when the court was speaking with a fractured voice. In addition,
the citations‘ appearance in a wide variety of cases suggests that it isn’t
the case that some topics simply lend themselves to originalist citations.
While every Supreme Court opinion is an act of persuasion and legitimization, and thus every citation in an opinion can be seen as an effort
to persuade or legitimize, the justices‘ use of originalist citations when
arguing that an act of another branch of government was unconstitutional or in an opinion in a closely decided case suggests the justices view the
citations to be especially useful tools in their judicial tool box.129
The qualitative analysis of the citations further revealed that the
ambiguous nature of orginalist citations made it easy for the justices to
support their own views of the meaning and scope of the First
Amendment through originalism. It was also apparent that Blackstone’s
limited understanding of freedom of expression was not a limitation on
the justices. While Blackstone was cited numerous times, Cooley and
Madison were both cited to support the contention that Blackstone’s
understanding of freedom of expression was not the framers’ understanding. This use of originalism makes it clear that justices can argue for
a narrow understanding of the First Amendment, as well as an expansive
understanding, by citing similar sources.
Finally, it is important to note that unlike research into other areas
of law,130 the Federalist Papers were not the most important or frequently
cited originalist source in First Amendment cases. Citations to the
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Federalist were primarily used to emphasize the important role of and
traditional protection for anonymous speech.131 One notable exception
to this, however, was Thomas’ extensive use of Federalist citations and
the writings of Madison to support his contention that limitations on
campaign contributions violated the First Amendment132 and his argument that using taxes to fund government speech was not a violation.133
This is most likely due to the fact that the Federalists were primarily concerned with arguments in favor of the ratification of the U.S.
Constitution and did not directly address the Bill of Rights,134 and is
consistent with findings that justices are less likely to cite the Federalists
in cases involving civil rights and civil liberties.135 However, Thomas’
use of the Federalist is important because, as noted above, Thomas is an
originalist adherent. This suggests that what might constitute a legitimate originalist citation varies by justice. Thus, future research should
carefully parse when and how a justice is invoking framers‘ intent. For
example, although some authors have suggested Scalia is not “the Real
Originalist” on the court,136 it is also possible he simply has a different
idea of what constitutes an originalist citation. In addition, the lack of
citations to the Federalist, coupled with the frequency with which other
justices cited Blackstone in freedom of expression opinions, suggests
new research would benefit from examining sources considered
authoritative within the specific area of law under examination as well
as other ways originalism might be invoked.137
In sum, although scholars have argued that the “blank slate” of
original meaning is a “serious blow” to First Amendment originalism,
it appears the opposite is true. The blank slate of originalism makes it
a tool for originalists and non-originalists alike, and First Amendment
originalism has been an important factor in the jurisprudence of both
liberal and conservative justices. While originalist citations are not the
only way a justice can invoke originalism, this study provides evidence
that originalism is an important mode of constitutional interpretation
that has played a significant role in defining the current scope of freedom of expression in the United States. Indeed, originalist citations
have frequently served as justification for many of the broad First
Amendment protections for freedom of expression that exist today.
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